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SB1583 this bill takes away Parental rights. I oppose SB1583 because it is 

discriminatory against Christian values and values of other religions. Putting obscene 

sex acts into school curriculum, books, and libraries and online is pornographic and 

there already is a law against pornography. You are trying to call people who don't 

like your bill discriminatory but people who oppose SB1583 are caring, wise and 

cautious. Troubled youth do not need to change their sex or do drugs or anything 

else to face their problems. Pushing sex acts in school is dangerous and does not 

promote education or a way to make a living in the future. 

SUBJECT:  OPPOSE SB1583   3 Articles:  

1. “War on Children” free movie this week only (Documentary that exposes how it 

got started and who paid for it.) 

2. University of Florida Terminating all DEI 

3. Kentucky Rep Slams Hateful Legislation 

‘The War on Children’ is free to view this week 3/6/24 courtesy of its producers (It’s 

about the birth of the LGBT movement and who paid for it. 

https://www.lawofficer.com/the-war-on-children-free-this-week-courtesy-of-

iproducers/ 

University of Florida terminating all diversity, equity and inclusion positions 

Florida Board of Education followed suit, defining DEI’s “programs that categorize 

individuals based on race or sex for the purposed of differential or preferential 

treatment” 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2024/mar/02/university-florida-diversity-equity-

inclusion-positions 

A Kentucky Rep. SLAMS the GOP Over Their Hateful Legislation 

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/NQK1COXSQN0 

PS When I was a troubled youth it would not have helped me if you affirmed my 

problems when I was using  LSD, heroin, speed and alcohol to deaden my emotional 

pain.  No one tried to help me get to the root of my problem. SB1583 is affirming 

troubled people and blocking counseling and putting them on puberty blockers to 

young troubled children who can’t smoke, drink or drive. God doesn’t make mistakes.  

You are the ones pushing the LGBT agenda at such a young age. You are 

kidnapping their youth.  Give students a chance to grow up naturally.  Let their 

parents raise them.  They do not need to be given puberty blockers and see sex 

books in K-12.  It’s like kidnapping. Please stop SB1583 

 

 


